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    Modern citizenships and civic education is the focus of social 
expectation and educational policies in these years. The meaning of 
“Citizenships” is the interactional ability of citizens and self, others, 
society, nation, world and nature. Generally, interactional ability is the 
same as citizenships. The core of these concentric circles is citizens 
themselves. The ideal type of modern citizenships is based on cognition 
(knowledge), affection (virtue) and psychomotor (participation) as 
citizens' practical pursuit of core values-truth, goodness and beauty. And 
its competence indicators are valued on these characteristics from the 
inside out and these are also the fundaments of civic education.  
    To strengthen the core competences of student citizenships, the 
competence indicators and other details in most of the colleges in our 
nation are based on their school motto. Motto brings out the 
characteristics and educational goals and courses are then designed and 
arranged.  
    Hence, there are three main points in this essay: 1. To construct and 
interpret the ideal type of citizenships. 2. To describe connotation and the 
fundamental characteristics of this ideal type. 3. To state the core 
competence of college students by developing educational concepts in 
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